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Abstract—In this paper, electric field shielding effectiveness 
(SE) of metallic experiment box with  apertures illuminated by 
vertical polarization plane wave has been studied by using 
modal method of moment technique. Electric field SE has been 
calculated at three different points on the same plane inside 
enclosure. The numerical results of the proposed technique are 
in very good agreement with data available in the literature 
and experimental results. It is shown that apertures’ position, 
aperture’ number and calculation points have noticeable effect 
on the electric field SE, four apertures is a better select to 
improve the shielding ability of an enclosure than one aperture 
while they have the same area. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Metallic shielding enclosures are frequently employed to 
protect against radiation from both external EM fields and 
electromagnetic leakage from interior components. However, 
the integrity of these enclosures is often compromised by 
apertures of various sizes and shapes used to accommodate 
visibility, ventilation or access to interior components. Since 
these apertures at appropriate electromagnetic frequencies 
behave as very efficient antennas, they also become sources 
of electromagnetic interference problems for both EM 
emission and susceptibility. So it is very important to know 
the SE of shielding enclosures in the presence of these 
apertures. Several analytical and numerical techniques to 
estimate SE of metallic enclosures with apertures have been 
suggested in past years. Robinson et al. [1], [2] introduced a 
very simple analytical method based on transmission line 
model. However, this approach is limited by the assumption 
of thin apertures, simple geometries, negligible mutual 
coupling between apertures and fields can be calculated only 
at points in front of the aperture. In past years, some 
numerical techniques have been applied to the analysis of 
shielding effectiveness, such as finite difference time domain 
(FDTD) [3][4], finite element method (FEM) [5][6], method 
of moments (MoM) [7][8], transmission line matrix (TLM) 
[9][10] and hybrid method[11] are utilised with good 
accuracy over a broad frequency band at the cost of large 
amount of computer memory and CPU time. Deshpande 
introduced a moment method technique(modal MoM) using 
entire domain basis functions to represent apertures fields 
and therefore the magnetic currents on the apertures, which 
can evaluates the SE of a zero thickness enclosure exposed to 
a normally incident plane wave accurately at the center 
inside enclosure[12]. Nowadays the EM shielding 
effectiveness has becoming a hot research area in 
electromagnetic compatibility. 

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBLEM AND THE 

FORMULATION OF MODAL MOM  

      The shielding effectiveness of an enclosure is defined as 

SE(dB)=-20log(
| || |)             (1) 

where 	is the electric field at a given point inside the 
enclosure, 	is the electric field at the same point in the 
absence of the enclosure. Therefore, the problem of SE 
estimation is essentially the problem of calculating the cavity 
fields excited by a plane wave incident from free space upon 
shielding enclosure. 
Fig. 1 shows a rectangular enclosure with rectangular 
apertures exposed to a normal incident plane wave. The 
dimensions of the cavity are . There are r number 
of apertures and the dimensions of the rth aperture are 	 . The orientation of reference axes is also shown 
with origin at the lower right corner of front wall. 

 
Figure1. Geometry of rectangular enclosure with rectangular 

apertures exposed to a normal incident plane wave 

In modal MoM formulation, we assume that apertures are 
relatively small compared to walls in which they are located 
and are placed far enough away from the edges of enclosure. 
In addition, the edge diffracted fields are neglected. These 
assumptions enable us to use image theory and equivalence 
principles, surface equivalence principle. The apertures both 
internal (Region II) and external(Region I) to the enclosure 
can be replaced by equivalent magnetic currents of 

M=n                          (2) 
Where  is the tangential electric field induced on the 
apertures and n is the aperture normal vector.  
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z 0 sin π 2cos 2	 cos π 2sin 2
				 3  

Where 	and	 are unknown amplitudes of pqth mode 
of magnetic current on the outer of rth aperture that are non-
zero at the aperture and zero elsewhere. 	 	 	are	the	length	and width of rth aperture, 	and 

 are center coordinates of rth aperture. 	 	 , 	 	 are unit 
vectors in x, y directions. The unknown amplitudes 

, are determined by setting up coupled integral 
equations.  
Using equivalence principle, equivalent magnetic currents 
are  	=	 	 ̂ z 0  

           =	∑ ∑ ∑ Ψ ∑ ∑ Φ 	  
=	∑                                                                   (4)   

Where  Ψ =sin( ) cos	 							 5  Φ =cos( ) sin 				 6    

Consider the aperture on z=0 plane, scattered EM field 
outside due to rth aperture can be determined by solving 
electric vector potential 1 																																																 7  ∙ 																															 8  

Where electric vector potential  is given by 	 4 2 																								 9  

Superposition of scattered electromagnetic field due to all 
apertures on z=0 plane gives the total scattered field as[12] ∑ ∑ ∑ ψ	 -

)                                     (10) 

∑ ∑ ∑ ϕ	 -  ψ )                                      (11) 

4π ψ
ϕ 	 																																 12  

In expressions (10)-(12) ϕ  is Fourier transform of Φ  
and ψ 	is Fourier transform of Ψ . 
The equivalent magnetic currents, present on the apertures of 
the enclosure, radiate electromagnetic fields inside the 
enclosure. The total electromagnetic field at any point inside 
enclosure is obtained by a superposition of fields due to each 
equivalent magnetic current source. considering x- 
component of magnetic current and using dyadic Green’s 
function, The total magnetic field inside the enclosure is then 
obtained from  [12] as 

, , sinmπa sin  cos cos 																														 13                         

, , sincos  sin cos 																													 14                        

, , sincos  cos sin 																													 15                        

In(13)-(15), ∬ Ψ , sin cos	  

Likewise, considering y-component of magnetic current and 
using proper boundary conditions, The total magnetic field 
inside the enclosure is then obtained from  [12] as 

, , sin  sin cos cos																							                                        16  

, , sin  cos sin cos							                                                       17  

, , sin  
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cos cos sin																			                                              18  
In(6)-(18), 		 ∬ Φ , cos sin	    

For a unique solution the electromagnetic fields in various 
regions satisfy continuity conditions over their common 
surfaces. The tangential electric fields over the apertures are 
continuous. The tangential magnetic over the apertures must 
also be continuous, thus yielding coupled integral equations 
with the magnetic currents as known variables. The coupled 
integral equation in conjunction with the method of moments 
can be solved for the amplitudes of magnetic currents. 
The total tangential fields inside the cavity from apertures 
are written as 																						 = +                               (19)     																						 = +                               (20)                                                     
Applying the continuity of tangential magnetic field on z =0 
plane yields 																 | + | = | 																								 21                                                        																 | + | = | 																								 22                                                        
Now selecting Ψ  as a testing function and use of 
Galerkin’s method reduces the (21) to  					 23,  

where 	=	 ∑ , (cos	  	 4π Ψ Ψ∗ 								 24 		 	=∑ , cos  ϕ ψ∗ 											 25     

 =∬ Ψ 			                       (26)       

Similarly, selecting Φ  as a testing function and use 
of Galerkin’s method reduces the (22) to  					 27,  

where 	=	 ∑ ,cos	  	 4π ψ ϕ∗ 							 28 	 	= ∑ ,cos	  

	 ϕ ϕ∗ 								 29     		 =∬ 																											 30                        

Equation (23) and (27) can be written in a matrix form as 		 			 = 0 											 31     

The matrix equation (31) can be numerically solved for the 
unknown amplitudes of equivalent magnetic currents 
induced on the apertures due to given incident field. From 
the knowledge of these amplitudes electromagnetic field 
inside as well as outside the enclosure can be obtained. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Figure 2.  Geometry of 30cm 12 30  enclosure 
with a single aperture at (15cm, 6cm, 0) 

 
Figure 3.  Electric field SE calculated at the center of 
30cm 12cm 30cm enclosure with 10cm 0.5cm aperture 
located at 15cm 6cm in z=0 plane with dominant cavity 
mode considered. 

Firstly, we consider a rectangular enclosure of size 
( 30cm 12 30 ) with a rectangular aperture of size 
(10cm 0.5cm) located at the center of the front wall (15cm, 
6cm, 0) for the validation of present technique, as illustrated 
in Fig. 2. The enclosure is illuminated by a normal incident 
plane wave at 0 polarization. Assuming only expansion 
mode on the aperture and considering only dominant mode 
inside the enclosure. SE is calculated at the center of the 
enclosure. electric field SE obtained using expression (35) is 
plotted in Figure 4  along with the results from [2]. It is 
observed that numerical data obtained using present method 
agrees well with the earlier published results.  Experimental 
data from [2] is also reproduced in Fig. 3. 

Secondly, in order to study the electric field shielding of 
different points in the cavity, the same geometry with Figure 
2 is selected. The enclosure is illuminated by a normal 
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incident plane wave at 0 polarization. The shielding 
effectiveness with dominant cavity mode considered is also 
calculated at many different points in the cavity.  

 
Fig 4  (a) 

Fig 4  (b) 

 
Fig 4  (c) 

Figure 4  Electric field SE versus z value at different 
plane of 30cm 12cm 30cm enclosure with 10cm 0.5cm 
aperture located at 15cm 6cm in z=0 plane. 

Shielding effectiveness at five different plane inside the 
enclosure obtained using the present method  are plotted in 
Figure 4 which discuss electric field shielding effectiveness 
versus different z value. From the numerical data presented 
in Fig 4, it may be observed that electric field SE below the 
resonance frequency is influenced heavily by z value. Fig 4(a) 
and Fig 4(b) also show that  the electric field SE increase 
rapidly to more than 40dB from 3dB at 0.75GHz on the z=50 
plane, The electric field SE in Fig 4 (c) even reach 62dB at 
0.82GHz. From what has been discussed above , it can be 
concluded that electric field SE is lower at the points near to 
the apertures than at larger distance from them, but when  
frequency exceed the resonance frequency, this result is 
wrong. Therefor low frequency sensitive apparatus inside the 
enclosure should be placed at the points far away from the 
apertures, which can improve the ability of electromagnetic 
compatibility. 

Thirdly, we discuss electric field SE results calculated at 
three different points versus four square apertures having 
different arrays of position. We also consider 
30cm×12cm×30cm enclosure with square apertures of size 
(4.0cm×4.0cm and 2cm×2cm). In Fig.5, there are one 
4.0cm×4.0cm aperture located at 15cm×6cm and four 
2cm×2cm apertures located at array 
1( (130,80,0) ,(130,40,0), (170,80,0) ,(170,40,0) ), array 
2( (110,100,0) ,(190,100,0), (110,20,0) ,(190,20,0) ),  

in z=0 plane. 

 
Figure 5.  Electric field SE calculated at different points 
inside 30cm×12cm×30cm enclosure having a 4.0cm×4.0cm 
aperture located at 15cm×6cm, four 2.0cm×2.0cm apertures 
located at array 1 and array 2 in z=0 plane respectively 
illuminated by vertical polarized plane wave. 

In Fig.5, it may be observed that the first resonance 
frequency is also about 0.7GHz, the maximum and minimum  
of electric field SE below the resonance frequency occur at  
z=250mm  and z=50mm respectively, the maximum 
difference of electric field SE is about 20dB. It can also be 
concluded that lower electric field SE near the aperture than 
at location inside the enclosure farther away from the 
aperture, but when the frequency exceed the resonance 
frequency, this result is wrong. We also observe that the 
electric field SE have a similar changed trend at all 
frequency and the electric field SE of four apertures is higher 
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than that of one aperture while they have the same area. The 
results indicate that four apertures is a better select to 
improve the shielding ability of an enclosure than one 
aperture while they have the same area. We also note that 
there are little difference for different arrays for multiple 
apertures, which demonstrate that aperture’s location array 
has little effect on the electric field SE. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an investigation on the effects of aperture’ 
number and calculation point on electric field SE of metallic 
experiment box illuminated by vertical polarized plane 
waves has been carried out. For this purpose, modal MoM 
solution is formulated by employing surface equivalence 
principle and boundary conditions at each end of apertures. 
Numerical results on electric field SE are in good agreement 
with data available in the literature. The results indicate that 
apertures’ position, aperture’ number and calculation points 
have noticeable effect on the electric field SE. The 
simulation results also indicate that four apertures is a better 
select to improve the shielding ability of an enclosure than 
one aperture while they have the same area. 
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